Thermally assisted infrared multiphoton photodissociation in a quadrupole ion trap.
Thermally assisted infrared multiphoton photodissociation (TA-IRMPD) provides an effective means to dissociate ions in the quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (QITMS) without detrimentally affecting the performance of the instrument. IRMPD can offer advantages over collision-induced dissociation (CID). However, collisions with the QITMS bath gas at the standard pressure and ambient temperature cause IR-irradiated ions to lose energy faster than photons can be absorbed to induce dissociation. The low pressure required for IRMPD (< or = 10(-5) Torr) is not that required for optimal performance of the QITMS (10(-3) Torr), and sensitivity and resolution suffer. TA-IRMPD is performed with the bath gas at an elevated temperature. The higher temperature of the bath gas results in less energy lost in collisions of the IR-excited ions with the bath gas. Thermal assistance allows IRMPD to be used at or near optimal pressures, which results in an approximately 1 order of magnitude increase in signal intensity. Unlike CID, IRMPD allows small product ions, those less than about one-third the m/z of the parent ion, to be observed. IRMPD should also be more easily paired with fluctuating ion sources, as the corresponding fluctuations in resonant frequencies do not affect IRMPD. Finally, while IR irradiation nonselectively causes dissociation of all ions, TA-IRMPD can be made selective by using axial expansion to move ions away from the path of the laser beam.